The Soldier Vote—Act!

MORE than anything else the Republican party has done in Congress or demonstrated in its platform of last summer — the issue of aid to the fighting man of the Allied nations has become of supreme importance in the campaign for the Senate and House of Representatives this November. The men of the armed forces have been the most active and tireless workers for the election of Republicans. The soldiers have won every election and have been the most vocal and enthusiastic workers for the right of the American soldier to be heard in the big decisions which affect his life and the life of his family.

The Polish Note

The note of the Polish envoys governs the further course of the war, and is bound to affect the whole international situation. The Polish note demands that the Polish government be recognized and that the Polish borders be restored to their prewar condition. The note also demands that the partition of Poland be ended and that the Polish people be allowed to express their will freely.

Letters From Our Readers

A Letter to the Reader

Thank you for your interest in the New Anti-2nd Front Line--Talk Up 'Big Casualty' Scare editorial. It discusses the potential impact of the Anti-2nd Front strategy on the war and the need for accurate communication to the public.

Farmers, Labor Joined in Every Crisis--Wallace Warns Unity Vital

By Mac Gordon

The editorial is about the need for unity among farmers, labor, and other groups to address the crises of the war. It highlights the importance of cooperation and coordination among different sectors of society to overcome the challenges posed by the war.

Change the World

By M. E. Wood

This editorial calls for action to change the world, particularly in the context of the war. It suggests that the war is an opportunity to address larger issues of social justice and equality.

5 Years Ago Today

In the Daily Worker

This section looks back at events from 5 years ago, including the anti-war movement, labor activism, and other significant developments.

New York, Monday, January 17, 1938
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The New Anti-2nd Front Line--Talk Up 'Big Casualty' Scare

By William E. Foster

The editorial argues against the Anti-2nd Front Line strategy and urges the workers to talk up the 'Big Casualty' scare to raise awareness and mobilize public support.
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